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ABSTRACT
The large-scale availability of healthcare data provides significant
opportunities for development of advanced Clinical Decision Sup-
port Systems that can enhance patient care. One such essential
application is automated ICD-9 diagnosis group prediction, useful
for a variety of healthcare delivery related tasks including docu-
menting, billing and insurance claims. Past attempts considered
patients’ multivariate lab events data and clinical text notes inde-
pendently. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to
investigate the efficacy of integration of both these aspects for this
task. Experiments on MIMIC-III dataset showed promising results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automating International Classification of Diseases, version 9 (ICD-
9) code assignment is an important task that can improve healthcare
systems by reducing common errors that occur due to manual
coding. The large number of distinct combinations of the diagnostic
codes and their highly skewed distribution make it a challenging
task and therefore have not been effective. However, ICD-9 code
group prediction (ICD codes grouped and treated as a multi-task
prediction) has been explored recently [1, 2, 5]. In this paper, we
adopt a similar approach, by grouping ICD-9 codes into standard
categories and using an ensemble model for the prediction task.

2 METHODOLOGY
We used the MIMIC-III dataset [3], extracted patient data and
grouped the ICD-9 codes into 20 distinct groups, while discarding
records with missing admission ID. A structured dataset consisting
of length of stay, gender, age and 480 lab tests results was passed
through an ensemble of OneVsRestClassifier and LightGBM classi-
fier [4]. Also, the unstructured radiology notes of the patients in the
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generated cohort were used to generate word embeddings using
a 1000 dimension Word2Vec-CBOW [6] architecture. The embed-
dings generated were averaged and processed using the ensemble
of OneVsRestClassifier and CatBoost classifier [7]. We added class-
weights to handle the high class imbalance – if 𝑎, 𝑏 are the class
labels and 𝑃𝑎 , 𝑃𝑏 are their occurrences, then the respective class
weights of 𝑎, 𝑏 are given by {𝑃𝑏/(𝑃𝑏 + 𝑃𝑎), 𝑃𝑎/(𝑃𝑏 + 𝑃𝑎)}. Finally,
the weights of ensembling was heuristically obtained as 0.65 & 0.35
for LightGBM and Catboost.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Table 1, the performance observed with reference to the different
ensemble models experimented with are tabulated. We used the
metrics Area under ROC curve (AUC) and hamming loss to evaluate
themodels. The proposed ensemble model achieved the best AUC as
well as the lowest hamming loss. Our work serves as the benchmark
in terms of larger ICD-9 code coverage (obtained from lab events +
unstructured radiology notes).

Table 1: Observed ICD-9 Code Prediction Performance
Proposed Models AUC Hamming Loss
OneVsRestClassifier+LGBMClassifier+sample-weights 0.672 0.169
Word2Vec+OneVsRestClassifier+CatBoostClassifier 0.667 0.181
Ensemble Model 0.748 0.154

4 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we explore the integration of structured and text
patient data for ICD-9 group prediction. We aim to extend our work
by adopting better feature extraction techniques to enhance the
prediction performance.
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